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We ship the unit with the nozzles, hoses, and sway bar not attached to
ensure that the nozzles, clamps, and hoses arrive safely to your
location.
Nozzle Installation:
Take the nozzles and clamps from the water tanks at the top of the
system. Make sure the nozzles are pointing towards the arena tool’s
pegged finishing roller. Use the image below and the arrows within the
image as a guide to walk you through the installation of the clamps and
the nozzles to the sway bar. Make sure to fasten the clamps securely to
each hook up both to the nozzle and sway bar and to the nozzle and hose
to ensure that no water leaks from the unit.
If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to call a Ground Hog
Expert at 866-689-8904.
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Hose Installation:
Connect the two main hoses from the two water pumps to the where the
big white arrows are located on the image below. These main nozzle to
hose hook ups are the last nozzles located within the main frame of the
watering system.
Then use additional hoses to connect the two remaining nozzles on each
side of the unit with water from main hook ups. With one nozzle on each
side of each main hose hook up. Use the image below and use the
arrows within the image as a guide to walk you through the installation of
the hoses and nozzles.
If done correctly there should be one additional hose connecting the
water to the nozzles on each side of the two main hook up arrows. Make
sure to fasten the clamps securely to each hook up both main and
secondary to ensure that no water leaks from the unit.
If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to call a Ground Hog
Expert at 866-689-8904.
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IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS GIVE A
GROUND HOG EXPERT A CALL
866-689-8904

